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”An entrance level case erector simple 
of use and still with IBS robustness
and quality for long lasting”



”An entrance level case 
erector with tape closing”

IBS E24  

Flexible and easy to handle:
The machine is of a solid design in stainless steel and erects, 
folds and seals corrugated board cases with tape. It can be  
supplied with either right- or left hand discharge direction. It 
is easy to adjust between different case sizes. Thanks to the 
special parallelogram mechanism the machine can cover a  
wide format range despite its compact construction. 

This system is well known from E21 and E22 machines. The 
E24d has a pneumatically driven liner movement witch the 
parallelogram erecting arm is attached to. When erected the 
box the liner movement transport the box to motor driven side 
belts that takes the box thru the tape station. This entrance level 
machine have a Festo control unit and a LCD screen where to 
control and adjust the functions. 
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Specifications: 
Air consumtion 35L free air/case at max speed. 
Air connection 1/2”; 0kPa. Electrical 3x400V AC 
+N+PE, 50 Hz, 16 Amps. 
Control: IMC 
Drive: Pneumatic or servo controlled motor.

Lundgren Machinery AB manufactures machinery and other appliances 
primarily for the food-, chemical- and pharma-ceutical sectors. After a 
hundred years we can, with a good conscience, safely say that we are  
a reliable partner. With us you can expect cutting edge technology, short 
lead times, high quality, secure delivery times and not least, a reliable 
supplier. Find our contact information and more information about us on 
www.lundgrenmachinery.se. More news and all about us via our App at 
AppStore and Google play for our latest development´s.  

L (mm) W (mm) H (mm)

Type Tape min  max min  max min  max Cases/Min.

E24d x 200 - 600 150 - 400 100 - 400 14

E24hs x 200 - 600 150 - 400 150 - 300 18

Machine range, case sizes and capacaties
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Case style: Regular slotted cases, 
FEFCO 0200, 0201, 0204 and 0209 


